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Best Practices Logo  & colors

Measures
The logo can’t be reducted more than we speci-
fy here, as well as it can not be modified, be-
cause the readability could be compromised.

Versions
Here you can see all the versions available of 
the logo. Each has a specific use. 

Colors
The colors will be used for the documents, logo, 
and user interface to make sure everything has 
coherence with the brand. 

Pantone Greenery
15-0343 TPG
#93AE54

Pantone Gardenia
11-0604
#F2EBE1

Pantone Black Pirate
19-4305
#313133

Pantone Cherry Blossom
13-3207

#EDCDDF

Pantone Ultra Violet
PQ-18-3838TCX

#5F4C8B
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Best Practices Resources

Gradients

Patterns

Black Pirate & Gardenia

Hexagon Footer pattern Footer graphic Footer corner Circle arch

Greenery & Cherry Blossom Ultra Violet & Cherry Blossom Ultra Violet & Greenery









CULTURA FAN Brand in use Andrea Sacchi





Best Practices Logo

Measures
The logo can’t be reducted more than we speci-
fy here, as well as it can not be modified, be-
cause the readability could be compromised.

Versions
Here you can see all the versions available of 
the logo. Each has a specific use. 

Colors
The colors will be used for the documents, logo, 
and user interface to make sure everything has 
coherence with the brand. 

A square protection zone surrounds the igon and logo that guarantees its good visibility and understanding. It has for height the “e” from “idearum”, where no visual element should figure. 
Version 01 of the full logo will be the main. For team and non public documents, we will use 02 versions, for black and white documents the 03 versions. Variants will be used according 
type of document and colors used, so the logo is seen clearly. 

Pantone 130-1-1 U 
#EAEEDB

Pantone 13-1520
#EAEEDB

Pantone 697 U
#EAEEDB

Pantone 130-1-1 U 
#EAEEDB

Pantone Cool Gray 11C 
#EAEEDB

Pantone Black 6C
#101820

Pantone 12-5209 TPX 
#EAEEDB

Pantone 15-3919
#EAEEDB

Pantone 2767 U
#484F69
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Rebranding



FEMDEVS Logo proposal 01 ANDREA SACCHI
www.mahatmandie.com

Calco aproximado Tipografía Orbitron Posibilidades colores Logo calcado



FEMDEVS Brand in use ANDREA SACCHI
www.mahatmandie.com





QUEER DEVS
there’s room for everyone



QUEER DEVS
there’s room for everyone

QUEERDEVS Branding ANDREA SACCHI
www.mahatmandie.com

QUEER DEVS
QueerDevs
www.queerdevs.es

QUEER DEVS
QueerDevs
www.queerdevs.es



ANDREA SACCHI
mahatmandie@gmail.com


